
Carol: 3/24  
Upper: 9 Navy personnel assigned to deploy to Japan wanted to grain an understanding of Japanese 
culture before they left. 
How many koi can be maintained in this pond? >> Max capacity of 24 (12,000 gallons) 
Why is the number small for this pond? >> having a certain amount of fish generates a certain amount of 
waste; we have to maintain a good balance between them. 
Are always an odd number of koi in a pond? >> No 
Will these koi stay in this pond as they get older? >> no certain age preference as to how long they 
have to stay; the club wants to be diverse in showing koi that are native to Japan (Shirley, Koi 
Club) 
 
 
 
Carol: 5/12 
koi-- age, food, breeding, predators.  
>>Age: 2-7 years old average 
>>Food: manufactured food consisting of wheat germ, dried shrimp, fish, vitamins for koi, 
available in different sizes 
>> Breeding: when koi are breeding, they are normally removed from the pond, and will be placed 
somewhere else to facilitate breeding, they breed by shooting the sperm and the egg for 
fertilization, which creates a milky and bubbly substance that adheres to vegetation (reason why 
there isn’t any vegetation in the pond) 
 
 
 
 
 
>> Predators: normally come around night time when the garden is closed. Security system is composed 
of a motion detection system that is armed at night, and will spray high pressure water towards the source 
of motion. 
 
Land predators: cats are the most common Koi killer in urban areas but some of the wilder Koi 
predators are raccoons, opossums, beavers, muskrats, foxes, otters, and sometimes even bears will take 
advantage of an unprotected Koi pond. 
 
Aerial hunters: most birds will leave Koi fish alone, thank goodness, but there are still two winged 
menaces that pose a serious threat, herons and the kingfisher. A heron can clear out a Koi pond in hours, 
and kingfishers, while working less quickly than the heron, will swoop down and snatch up a fish in no 
time. Seagulls and other large birds won't often pass up a chance at a free meal, either. 
 
Water monsters: Amphibians often migrate through wet grass or still water during heavy rain, bullfrogs 
can sometimes eat small fish and snapping turtles will eat absolutely anything, so if you live near another 
water source you should be aware of these slippery creatures. 
 
http://koistory.com/blog/how-to-defend-against-koi-fish-predators 
 
 
 
 



 
Types of Koi Fish 
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